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Adams Industries is proud to introduce its series of helmet mounts for attaching ANVIS-6, ANVIS-9, and
F5050/PVS-23 night vision goggles to most commonly available ballistic and non-ballistic protective helmets. The AI series of mounts provide a stable mounting platform for the night vision unit without sacrificing the utility of the helmet.
The standard AI Surface ANVIS Mount (AI/SAM) is the base for all our systems and features an all new
manufacture ANVIS style mount which is properly spaced to hold the ANVIS style goggle in the appropriate position when mounted to most military helmets. This mount will snap into any standard US MIL
headmount plate and will also work with the NOROTOS® shroud mount.
Adams Industries helmet mounts do not interfere with headsets and can be used with or without a helmet cover. They are available in several configurations and can be ordered to fit almost any helmet system. Simply put there is no other helmet mount of this sort on the market that can be acquired as
quickly and as cost effectively as the Adams Industries AI/SAM series of mounts.
The following mount systems are currently available:
AISAM: This is the base mount provided without a mount plate or strap system. It will snap into any
customer supplied US MIL mount plate or shroud mount.
AISAM/PASGT: This is the standard AI/SAM mount shipped with a PASGT mount plate and strap kit.
This is everything you need to mount your ANVIS style goggle onto a PASGT helmet. Simply add a
power supply—such as our Air Ground Warrior Battery Pack, and you’re ready to deploy.
AISAM/ACH: This is the standard AI/SAM mount shipped with an ACH/MICH mount plate and strap kit,
and single mounting bolt. This is everything you need to mount your ANVIS style goggle onto an ACH/
MICH helmet. Simply add a power supply—such as our Air Ground Warrior Battery Pack, and you’re
ready to deploy.
AISAM/UM: Turn any AI/SAM helmet mount into a Universal Mount that will fit onto almost any helmet
in current military service. Goes on ACH/MICH one and three hole helmet WITHOUT any helmet modification. Other helmets may require that holes be drilled in the front of the helmet or that the strap mount
kit be used. Contact Adams Industries for details.

